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An expression of the ground state energy ESB of the spin-boson Hamiltonian HSB
is considered. The expression in the cases of both massive and massless bosons is
given by a nonperturbative method. By using the expression, we show a necessary
and sufficient condition with respect to a parameter G # [&1, 0] such that a formula
with G attains to ESB .  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND THE MAIN RESULTS
The spin-boson model, which describes a two-level system coupled to a
quantized Bose field, has been investigated as a simplified model for atomic
systems interacting with a quantized radiation or phonon field ([LCDFGW,
Am, Ar1, Da, FaNV, Ge r, Hu Sp1, Hu Sp2, Sp1, ArHi1, JP3, KiMa, AKV,
Ts1, Ts2] and references therein). Several properties of the ground states
of the model are of interest. Especially, we are interested in expressions for
the ground state energy of the model, because for each Hamiltonian we can
actually observe only its energies at every state, neither the Hamiltonian
nor the state according to the standard quantum theory. For the spin-
boson Hamiltonian HSB , attention has recently been paid to the ground
states as the eigenvectors of HSB with eigenvalue equal to the infimum of
its spectrum in order to develop a nonperturbative method ([Sp3, (ii) on
p. 5], [ArHi1, ArHi2]) and analyze spectral properties and the process of
radiative decay ([Hu Sp1, Hu Sp2]). Talking of the ground states of this
type model, we here note that in [To1, To2, To3, To4] Tomonaga argued
the ground state of the model which has relation to the spin-boson model
in order to get rid of physical difficulties caused by applying the perturba-
tion theory to the model. Lieb and Thomas investigated the value of the
ground state energy of the strong-coupling polaron [LiTh]. Fefferman,
Fro hlich, and Graf gave the lower bound for (the ground state energy of )
the model of ultraviolet-cutoff quantum electrodynamics with non-relativistic
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matter from the point of view of stability [FFG]. Moreover, recently Bach,
Fro hlich, and Sigal argued the ground state, spectrum, and resonance for
a model of nonrelativistic quantum electrodynamics ([BaFrSig1, BaFrSig2,
BaFrSig3, BaFrSig4]). Especially they established the method of renor-
malization groups to investigate resonances in quantum electrodynamics,
which is of great value for many who deal with problems on the resonances
in the case of massless bosons. For the generalized spin-boson model, Arai
and the author showed by a nonperturbative method, that, under certain
conditions, there exists a ground state of the generalized model in [ArHi2],
and we gave a formula for the asymptotic behavior of the ground state
energy of the generalized model in the strong coupling region ([ArHi2,
Proposition 1.4]). In this paper we focus our attention on the expression
of the ground state energy of the (standard) spin-boson Hamiltonian HSB
in the cases of both massive and massless bosons. Especially, it is important
that we clarify the expression in the case of massless bosons, because we
cannot apply the regular perturbation theory to HSB in the case. Thus we
try a nonperturbative approach to our problem in this paper.
For physical reality, we consider the situation where bosons move in the
3-dimensional Euclidean space R3. We take a Hilbert space of bosons to be
Fb=F(L2(R3))= 

n=0 _}
n
s
L2(R3)& , (1.1)
the symmetric Fock space over L2(R3) (}ns K denotes the n-fold symmetric
tensor product of a Hilbert space K, }0s K#C). Let 00 be the Fock
vacuum in Fb . We denote the finite particle space by FF , i.e.,
FF :=[9[9 (n)]n=0 | 9
(n) # }ns L
2(R3) for each n # N, and
for 9, there exists n0 # N such that 9 (n)=0 for nn0].
In this paper, we set both of  and c one, i.e., =c=1, where  is the
Planck constant divided by 2?, and c the velocity of the light. A function
|r is given by
|r(k) :=- |k| 2+m2, m0, k # R3,
which is the energy of the relativistic bosons with mass m and momentum k.
We denote by d1(|r) the second quantization of the multiplication
operator |r on L2(R3) and set
Hb=d1(|r)=|
R3
dk |r(k) a+(k) a(k),
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where a(k) and a+(k) are the operator-valued distribution kernels of the
smeared annihilation and creation operators respectively:
a( f )=|
R3
dk a(k) f (k), (1.2)
a+( f )=|
R3
dk a+(k) f (k) (1.3)
for every f # L2(R3) on Fb .
Remark 1.1. In [ArHi1, ArHi2], we used the definition,
a( f )=|
R 3
dk a(k) f (k)*, f # L2(R3),
as the annihilation operator a( f ) according to the custom for mathematics,
where f (k)* denotes the complex conjugate of f (k) (k # R3), but we here
employ (1.2) as the definition of a( f ) according to the way of physics.
Note a+( f ) W FF=a( f*)* on FF for f # L2(R3). Then the Segal field
operator ,S( f ) ( f # L2(R3)) is given by
,S ( f ) :=
1
- 2
(a+( f )+a( f*)). (1.4)
Let * be a real-valued continuous function on R3 satisfying the following
conditions:
(A) *(k)=*(&k) (k # R3), and *, *|r # L2(R3).
Remark 1.2. Since *, *|r # L2(R3), we have *- |r # L2(R3).
The Hamiltonian of the spin-boson model is defined by
HSB :=
+
2
_3I+IHb+- 2 :_1,S (*)
acting in the Hilbert space
F :=C2Fb=FbFb , (1.5)
where +, : # R and _1 , _3 are the standard Pauli matrices,
_1=\01
1
0+ , _3=\
1
0
0
&1+ .
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In (1.5), we identified C2Fb with FbFb . So, HSB has the following
representation on FbFb and we employ in this paper:
HSB=\
Hb+
+
2
- 2 :,S (*)
- 2 :,S (*)
Hb&
+
2 + .
For a linear operator T on a Hilbert space, we denote its domain by
D(T ). It is well-known that HSB is self-adjoint with D(HSB)=D(IHb)
and
&
|+|
2
&:2 " *- |r"
2
L2
HSB , (1.6)
where & }&L2 denotes the norm of L2(R3).
For a self-adjoint operator T bounded from below, we denote by E(T )
the infimum of the spectrum _(T ) of T :
E(T )=inf _(T ).
In this paper, an eigenvector of T with eigenvalue E(T ) is called a ground
state of T (if it exists). We say that T has a (resp. unique) ground state if
dim ker(T&E(T ))1 (resp. dim ker(T&E(T))=1). We call E(T) the
ground state energy of T if T is a Hamiltonian.
For HSB we set
ESB(+, :) :=E(HSB).
By the variational principle ([Ar1, Theorem 2.4] and [Da, p. 161]), we
have
ESB(+, :)&
|+|
2
e&2: 2 &*|r &
2
L2&:2 " *- |r"
2
L2
. (1.7)
Under certain assumptions, we know that HSB has a ground state
([Hu Sp1, ArHi1, Sp3] and see Remark 1.4(1) in this paper). As Spohn
remarked in [Sp1, Sp3, Sp4], if *|r  L2(R3) then the ground state does
not exist in F. So we are interested in that how *|r appears in the ground
state energy ESB(+, :), which is one of the reasons why we investigate a full
expression of ESB(+, :). The another reason is as follows: we can represent
ESB(+, :) exactly if we are allow to use an unknown constant G0 # [&1, 0]
(see Theorem 1.5). So, we would like to find a method in order to deter-
mine G0. For such the purpose, we need to obtain a concrete expression by
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using known data appearing in HSB only. We shall find a necessary and
sufficient condition for the unique existence of such G0 in Theorem 1.5.
However, we have not yet succeeded to determine G0 in concrete. This is
an open problem (see Open Problems in this paper).
Definition 1.1. We say a vector 9 # F=FbFb overlaps with a
ground state 0SB(+, :) if and only if there exists the ground state 0SB(+, :)
of HSB such that
(9, 0SB(+, :)) F{0,
where ( , )F is the standard inner product of F#FbFb .
From now on, according to the custom for the physicists, all the inner
products of the Hilbert spaces appearing in this paper have the linearity on
the right hand side.
If a ground state 0SB(+, :) of HSB exists, for 0SB(+, :) we set
0SB(+, :)=\0102+ # F#Fb Fb .
It is well known that, if f # L2(R3), we can define a self-adjoint operator
P( f ) by
P( f ) :=i[a+( f )&a( f*)],
thus, if *|r # L2(R3), we have two unitary operators U\ defined by
U\ :=exp[\i:P(*|r)]. (1.8)
We define two unit vectors 0\ # F#Fb Fb by
0\ := 12 \ U+00U&0U+00\U&00+ .
We set
Ieven(:) :=1+ :

l=1 \
+
2+
2l
|
;
0
d;1 |
;1
0
d;2 } } } |
;2l&1
0
d;2l
_exp _&2:2 |R 3 dk
*(k)2
|r(k)2
(2G;1 , ..., ;2l (k)+2l )& , (1.9)
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Iodd (;) :=;
+
2
exp _&2:2 |R3 dk
*(k)2
|r(k)2&
+ :

l=1 \
+
2+
2l+1
|
;
0
d;1 |
;1
0
d;2 } } } |
;2l
0
d;2l+1
_exp _&2:2 |R 3 dk
*(k)2
|r(k)2
(2G;1 , ..., ;2l (k)
+2F;1 , ..., ;2l+1 (k)+(2l+1))& (1.10)
for the inerverse temperature ;>0, where
G;1 , ..., ;2l (k)=& :
l
p=1
e&(;2p&1&;2p ) |r (k)
+ :
l
p, q=1; p<q
(e&;2p&1|r (k)&e&;2p|r (k))(e ;2q&1 |r (k)&e ;2q|r (k))
0, (1.11)
F;1 , ..., ;2l+1 (k)=e
;2l+1|r (k) :
l
p=1
(e&;2p&1|r (k)&e&;2p|r (k))0. (1.12)
And let
E\(+, :) :=&:2 |
R3
dk
*(k)2
|r(k)
& lim
;  
1
;
ln[Ieven(;)\Iodd (;)]. (1.13)
We can prove that Ieven(;) and Iodd (;) converge if (A) holds (see
Section 2.1 in this paper).
We have the following proposition on an upper bound of the ground
state energy:
Proposition 1.2. Assume (A). Then, ESB(+, :)E+( |+|, :).
Remark 1.3. The upper bound (1.7) of ESB(+, :) by the variational
principle ([Ar1, Theorem 2.4], [Da, p. 161]) is given by estimating
G;1 , ..., ;2l (k) and F;1 , ..., ;2l+1 (k) at 0 from above in our Proposition, which is
the most rough estimation in ours.
The statement of our main theorem is made as follows:
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Theorem 1.3. Assume (A).
(i) Suppose that a ground state 0SB(+, :) of HSB exists. If 0\
overlaps with the ground state 0SB(+, :), then ESB(+, :) is given by
ESB(+, :)=E\(+, :).
(ii) ( for massive bosons) Let m>0. Then there exists a ground state
0SB(+, :) of HSB . Moreover, if
1
2 | +| (1&e
&2: 2 &*|r&
2
L2 )<m, (1.14)
then either 0+ or 0& overlaps with the ground state 0SB(+, :) at least.
(iii) ( for massive or massless bosons) Let m0, and :2 &*|r &2L2<1.
Then there exists a ground state 0SB(+, :) of HSB . Moreover, if *|2r #
L2(R3) with
|+:| " *|2r "L2<
1
2
,
then either 0+ or 0& overlaps with the ground state 0SB(+, :) at least.
Remark 1.4. (1) In the case when both 0+ and 0& overlap with the
ground state 0SB(+, :), we can give the consistent expression of ESB(+, :)
(see Theorem 1.4). Moreover, the improved sufficient conditions for over-
lapping problem appears in Theorem 1.6 below, which the author got after
the useful discussion with V. Bach and A. Elgart.
(2) Spohn showed a necessary and sufficient condition for existence
of a unique ground state of HSB . Condition (A) implies the condition, so
actually we need not the assumption about the existence of the ground
state in Theorem 1.3. This statement appears in [Sp3, Comment (ii) after
Theorem 1], and its proof of the existence and uniqueness in his
unpublished note (1991) was clarified in [Sp4].
(3) In the case of massive bosons, by applying regular perturbation
theory (e.g. [RSi3, Theorem XII.8 and Theorem XII.9]), we can easily
obtain an expression of the ground state energy of the spin-boson model as
the perturbation series. For instance, Davies had the expression in the case
of massive bosons by regarding IHb+- 2 :_1 ,S (*) and (+2) _3I
as the free part and perturbation term respectively ([Da, Theorem 10]):
Let +<0 and :>0. By inserting |+|2, :2 &*- |r&2L2 , and &*- |r&&1L2 *
into =, 4, and f in [Da, Theorem 10], we know that F1 , F, N, and the
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Hamiltonian H in [Da, Theorem 10] is given by |r>0, Hb , :2 &*|r &2L2 ,
and
H$SB :=&
+
2
_1I+IHb+- 2 :_3,S (*)
respectively. We note here that HSB and H$SB are unitary equivalent (see
Lemma 2(i) in this paper). So, by [Da, Theorem 10], for sufficiently small
|+| ,
ESB(+, :)=&:2 |
R3
dk
*(k)2
|r(k)
&
|+|
2
exp _&2:2 |R3 dk
*(k)2
|r(k)2&+0(+2).
For arbitrary fixed m>0 and +{0 (resp. :{0), sufficiently small |:| (resp.
|+| ) satisfies (1.14). Thus Theorem 1.3(i) (and Theorem 1.5 below) with (ii)
may be regarded as a result which improves the one obtained by regular
perturbation theory. Note that (1.14) is a nonperturbative estimate in :,
since the left hand side of (1.14) is non-polynomial in :.
(4) Although the ground state energy by numerical analysis with
several approximations [KiMa, Ts1, Ts2], to author’s best knowledge,
Theorems 1.3(i), Theorem 1.5 below with Theorem 1.3(iii) and Theorem 1.6
are the first which establishes a concrete expression of the ground state
energy of the spin-boson model HSB in the case of massless bosons.
Corollary. Assume (A). Fix : # R.
(i) Suppose that, for +, +$>0, 0SB(+, :) and 0SB(+$, :) exist, and
0+ overlaps with both of them. Then
ESB(+$, :)ESB(+, :) if +<+$.
(ii) Suppose that, for +, +$<0, 0SB(+, :) and 0SB(+$, :) exist, and
0& overlaps with both of them. Then
ESB(+$, :)ESB(+, :) if +<+$.
Let
0 A :=
1
- 2 \
U+00
U+00+ , 0 a :=
1
- 2 \
&U&00
U&00 + .
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Theorem 1.4. Assume (A).
(i) Suppose that a ground state 0SB(+, :) of HSB exists. If 0 A or 0 a
overlaps with the ground state 0SB(+, :), then ESB(+, :) is given by
ESB(+, :)=&:2 |
R3
dk
*(k)2
|r(k)
& lim
;  
1
;
ln Ieven(;).
(ii) If both 0+ and 0& overlap with the ground state 0SB(+, :), then
either 0 A or 0 a overlaps with the ground state 0SB(+, :), and
lim
;  
1
;
ln {Ieven(;)&Iodd (;)Ieven(;)+Iodd (;)==0= lim;  
1
;
ln {1\Iodd (;)Ieven(;)= .
In Theorem 1.3 we obtained the concrete expression of ESB(+, :), however,
it would be rash to compute the value of ESB(+, :) from the expression in
Theorem 1.3 directly. The expression is to determine the constant G 0\ #
[&1, 0] which of course depends on + and : and gives the value of
ESB(+, :) exactly.
For G # [&1, 0] and each l # N we replace G;1 , ..., ;2l (k) and F;1 , ..., ;2l+1 (k)
in Ieven(;) and Iodd (;) with lG and G2, respectively, and we write them by
I Geven(;), I
G
odd (;), i.e.,
I Geven(;) :=1+ :

l=1 \
+
2+
2l
|
;
0
d;1 |
;1
0
d;2 } } } |
;2l+1
0
d;2l
_exp _&2:2 |R 3 dk
*(k)2
|r(k)2
(G+1) 2l&
=cosh _; +2 e&2:2 &*|r&
2
L2 (G+1)& , (1.15)
I Godd (;) :=;
+
2
exp _&2:2 |R 3 dk
*(k)2
|r(k)2&
+ :

l=1 \
+
2+
2l+1
|
;
0
d;1 |
;1
0
d;2 } } } |
;2l
0
d;2l+1
_exp _&2:2 |R 3 dk
*(k)2
|r(k)2
(G+1)(2l+1)&
=sinh _; +2 e&2:2 &*|r&
2
L2 (G+1)& . (1.16)
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We set for G # [&1, 0]
E\(G) :=&:2 " *- |r"
2
L2
& lim
;  
1
;
ln[I Geven(;)\I
G
odd (;)]
=&:2 " *- |r"
2
L2

+
2
e&2: 2 &*|r &
2
L2 (G+1). (1.17)
Theorem 1.5. Assume (A). Let +y0. If 0\ overlaps with the ground
state 0SB(+, :), then there exists a unique G 0\#G
0
\(+, :) # [&1, 0] such
that
lim
;   {
Ieven(;)\Iodd (;)
IG
0
\
even
(;)\I G
0
\
odd (;)=
1;
= lim
;   {
Ieven(;)\Iodd (;)
exp _; +2 e&2: 2 &*|r &
2
L2 (G
0
\ +1)&=
1;
=1.
(1.18)
For such G 0\ ,
ESB(+, :)=&:2 |
R3
dk
*(k)2
|r(k)

+
2
e&2:2 &*|r &
2
L 2 (G
0
\ +1)=E+(G 0\). (1.19)
Conversely, G 0\ with (1.19) satisfies (1.18).
Open problems. Theorem 1.5 says that, for each l # N, lG 0\ and G
0
\ 2
can replace G;1 , ..., ;2l (k) and F;1 , ..., ;2l+1 (k), respectively, in our expression of
Theorem 1.3. So, how do we determine G 0\ # [&1, 0] from (1.18)? What
does G0\ mean for G;1 , ..., ;2l (k) and F;1 , ..., ;2l+1 (k) in (1.18)? From (1.18) we
can express G 0\#G
0
\(+, :) # [&1, 0] by using Ieven(;) and Iodd (;), so
G0\#G
0
\(+, :) is a function of + and :. What is the shape of ESB(+, :) as
the function of + and :? Determine it! These are open problems.
From here, we try to improve the sufficient conditions for overlapping
problem occurring in Theorems 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5. These results were
obtained after the author’s visit to Technical University of Berlin and the
discussion there with V. Bach and A. Elgart. For simplicity, we consider it
in the case that +>0.
We define functions, D+(+, :), D(+, :), of + and : as solutions of
5+(x) :=e&x&\1+2:
2
+2 + x=0,
5(x) :=
1
2
e&x&\1+2:
2
+2 + x=0
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respectively, i.e.,
e&D+ (+, :)=\1+2:
2
+2 + D+(+, :), (1.20)
e&D(+, :)=2 \1+2:
2
+2 + D(+, :). (1.21)
It is clear that
0<D(+, :)<D+(+, :)<1. (1.22)
We set
4#max[&*|r&L2 , &*&L2]. (1.23)
The statement about the problem of overlapping is made as follows:
Theorem 1.6. ( for massive or massless bosons) Assume (A). Let m0,
+>0, and :2 &*|r &2L2<1. Then there exists a ground state 0SB(+, :) of
HSB . Moreover,
(i) if :242<D+(+, :), then 0+ overlaps with the ground state
0SB(+, :), so
ESB(+, :)=&:2 |
R 3
dk
*(k)2
|r(k)
& lim
;  
1
;
ln[Ieven(;)&Iodd (;)]
=&:2 |
R 3
dk
*(k)2
|r(k)
&
+
2
e&2:2 &*|r &
2
L2 (G
0
+ (+, :)+1)
for a unique G 0+(+, :) # [&1, 0] satisfying
lim
;   {
Ieven(;)+Iodd (;)
exp _; +2 e&2:2 &*|r&
2
L2 (G
0
+ (+, :)+1)&=
1;
=1,
(ii) if :242<D(+, :), then 0+ , 0 A , and 0 a overlap with the ground
state 0SB(+, :), so
ESB(+, :)=&:2 |
R3
dk
*(k)2
|r(k)
& lim
;  
1
;
ln Ieven(;)
=&:2 |
R3
dk
*(k)2
|r(k)
&
+
2
e&2:2 &*|r&
2
L2 (G
0(+, :)+1)
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for a unique G 0(+, :) # [&1, 0] satisfying
lim
;   {
Ieven(;)
cosh _; +2 e&2:2 &*|r&
2
L2 (G
0 (+, :)+1)&=
1;
=1.
The basic idea to prove Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 is as follows: If there exist
a ground state 0SB(+, :) of HSB and a vector 9 # F#Fb Fb such that
9 overlaps with 0SB(+, :), then by Bloch’s formula ([Blo, (12)] and see
Lemma 2.4 in this paper), we have
ESB(+, :)=& lim
;  
1
;
ln (9, e&;HSB 9) F .
So, our problem is reduced to that of how to find such 9 that we now try
to calculate (9, e&;HSB9) F in the concrete. In the following section, we
shall use several unitary transformations and the Du Hamel formula so
that we can apply the FeynmanKacNelson formula for the free field, and
we shall find that either 0+ or 0& is one of the answers for the problem
above. Here, it is important that we employ the FeynmanKacNelson for-
mula for the free field because we can calculate actually and concretely the
ground state energy of the spin-boson model. We have to note here that
the idea using Bloch’s formula and the FeynmanKac formula was showed
by Donsker and Varadhan in [DoVa1, DoVa2] to study asymptotics for
the polaron. And after that, they applied the large deviation technique to
estimate a lower bound of ground state energy of the polaron model.
Theorem 1.5 follows from the intermediate value theorem and Theorem
1.3 with some easy arguments. Theorem 1.6 depends on Lemma 2.9 below,
which was told to the author by V. Bach and A. Elgart. We can get
Theorem 1.6 by applying the key lemma to our results in [ArHi2] and this
paper and using Theorems 1.31.5.
2. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS
2.1. Proofs of Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 1.3(i)
In this paper, we denote the Fourier transform of f # L2(R3) by
f (k)#f 7 (k) :=
1
(2?)32 |R 3 dx e
&ik } xf (x)
in the well-known sense. The inverse Fourier transform of f # L2(R3) is given by
f (x)#ft(x) :=
1
(2?)32 |R 3 dk e
ik } xf (k)
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in the well-known sense. For the (inverse) Fourier transform in the sense
of distribution, we use the same notations as f and f .
Let ,0( f ) be the free neutral scalar field of mass m0 at time zero:
,0( f ) :=
1
- 2 {a+ \
f
- |r++a \
f2
- |r+=
for every f # L2(R3) with f - |r # L2(R3), where
f2 (x) :=f (&x).
We define a function / # L2(R3) with /^- |r # L2(R3) by
/ :=\ *- |r+
t
under (A) (see Remark 1.2). Then it is easy to check that
,0(/)=,S \ *|r+ . (2.1)
Let
Nb :=d1(I )=|
R 3
dk a+(k) a(k)
the boson number operator on Fb . We define a unitary operator Vb on Fb by
Vb :=exp _&i ?2 Nb& .
Then we obtain the following lemma:
Lemma 2.1. (i) For f # L2(R3),
Vb*a+( f ) Vb=ia+( f ),
Vb*a( f ) Vb=&ia( f ).
(ii) Vb*U\00=exp _i - 2 :,S \ *|r+& 00
=exp[i - 2 :,0(/)] 00 .
Proof. We can calculate Vb*a+( f ) Vb and Vb*a( f ) Vb as follows:
Vb*a+( f ) Vb=ei?Nb2a+( f ) e&i?Nb 2=a+(ei?2f )=ia+( f ), (2.2)
Vb*a( f ) Vb=ei?Nb2a( f ) e&i?Nb2=a(e&i?2f )=&ia( f ). (2.3)
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So we have part (i). We note that
Vb*00=ei?Nb200= :

n=0
1
n! \i
?
2
Nb+
n
00=00 , (2.4)
Vb*U\00= :

n=0
(\i:)n
n!
(Vb*P(*|r) Vb)n Vb*00 . (2.5)
By (2.2) and (2.3), we have
Vb*P(*|r) Vb=&- 2 ,S \ *|r+ . (2.6)
Part (ii) follows from (2.1), (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6). Q.E.D.
We define three unitary operators, U0 , V, and U by
U0 :=
1
- 2 \
I
I
&I
I + ,
V :=\Vb0
0
Vb+ ,
U :=\e
&i - 2 :,0 (/)
0
0
ei - 2 :,0 (/)+ .
Moreover, we set
0$\ :=U0*0\ , (2.7)
0 \ :=(U0VU )* 0\ , (2.8)
and, if a ground state 0SB(+, :) of HSB exists, then for 0SB(+, :) we set
0$SB(+, :)#\0$10$2+ :=U0*0SB(+, :), (2.9)
0 SB(+, :)#\0 10 2+ :=(U0 VU )* 0SB(+, :). (2.10)
Then we have
(0\ , 0SB(+, :)) F=(0$\ , 0$SB(+, :)) F=(0 \ , 0 SB(+, :)) F . (2.11)
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We note here that
H$SB=\
Hb+- 2 :,S(*)
&
+
2
&
+
2
Hb&- 2 :,S (*)+ (2.12)
acting in F#FbFb . We set
H SB :=\
Hb+E0
&
+
2
e&i2 - 2 :,0 (/)
&
+
2
e i2 - 2 :,0(/)
Hb+E0 + ,
where
E0 :=&:2 &/&2L2=&:
2 |
R3
dk
*(k)2
|r(k)
. (2.13)
We have the following lemma on several unitary equivalences:
Lemma 2.2. (i) The following equalities hold :
H$SB=U0*HSBU0 , (2.14)
H SB=(VU )* H$SB(VU ), (2.15)
H SB=(U0VU )* HSB(U0VU ), (2.16)
moreover,
0$\#U0*0\=
1
- 2 \
U+00
\U&00+ , (2.17)
0 \#(U0VU )* 0\=
1
- 2 \
00
\00+ . (2.18)
(ii) For all ;0,
(0\ , e&;HSB0\) F=(0$\ , e
&;H$SB 0$\) F=(0 \ , e
&;H SB 0 \) F .
Proof. It is clear that (2.14) holds. It is easy to check that
Vb*HbVb=Hb . (2.19)
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Let ?0( f ) ( f # L2(R3) with - |r f # L2(R3)) be the conjugate field of ,0( f ):
?0( f ) :=
i
- 2
[a+(- |r f )&a(- |r f2 )].
Then we have
V*H$SBV=\
Hb+- 2 :?0(/)
&
+
2
&
+
2
Hb&- 2 :?0(/)+=: H"SB (2.20)
by (2.2), (2.3), (2.12), and (2.19). It is well-known that
ei - 2 :,0 (/)(Hb- 2 :?0(/)) e\i - 2 :,0 (/)=Hb+E0 (2.21)
(e.g. [EAr, Corollary 4.3.5(2)]). By (2.21), we have U *H"SBU =H SB , which
implies (2.15) by (2.12) and (2.20). Equality (2.16) follows from (2.14) and
(2.15). We have
U0
1
- 2 \
U+ 00
\U&00+=
1
2 \
I
I
&I
I +\
U+00
\U& 00+=0\ ,
which implies (2.17). We note that by (2.1) and Lemma 2.1(ii)
\e
&i - 2 :,0 (/)
0
0
ei - 2 :,0(/)+\
00
\00+=\
e&i - 2 :,S (*|r ) 00
\ei - 2 :,S (*|r )00+=\
Vb*U+00
\Vb*U&00+ .
(2.22)
By (2.22), we have
U0VU
1
- 2 \
00
\00+=
1
2 \
I
I
&I
I +\
Vb
0
0
Vb+\
e&i - 2 :,0(/)
0
0
ei - 2 :,0(/)+\
00
\00+
=
1
2 \
I
I
&I
I +\
Vb
0
0
Vb+\
Vb*U+00
\Vb*U&00+
=0\ ,
which implies (2.18). Thus, we have part (i). Part (ii) follows from (2.7),
(2.8), (2.14), and (2.16). Q.E.D.
By using several unitary transformations, the Du Hamel formula, and
the FeynmanKacNelson formula, we obtain the following lemma:
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Lemma 2.3.
(0\ , e&;HSB 0\) F=exp [&;E0 ] {1\; +2 exp _&2:2 |R 3 dk
*(k)2
|r(k)2&
+ :

l=1 \
+
2+
2l
|
;
0
d;1 |
;1
0
d;2 } } } |
;2l&1
0
d;2l
_exp _&2:2 |R3 dk
*(k)2
|r(k)2
(2G;1 , ..., ;2l (k)+2l)&
\ :

l=1 \
+
2+
2l+1
|
;
0
d;1 |
;1
0
d;2 } } } |
;2l
0
d;2l+1
_exp _&2:2 |R3 dk
*(k)2
|r(k)2
(2G;1 , ..., ;2l (k)
+2F;1 , ..., ;2l+1 (k)+(2l+1))&= .
Proof. We set
A :=\A00
0
A0+ , B :=\
0
B&
B+
0 + ,
where
A0#Hb+E0 , B\#e\i2 - 2 :,0(/).
So H SB=A&+B2. Since e&;A (;>0) and B are bounded with &e&;HSB &
1 and &B&1 respectively, we can apply the Du Hamel formula to
e&;H SB=e&;(A&+B2) :
e&;H SB=e&;A+ :

n=1 \
+
2+
n
|
;
0
d;1 |
;1
0
d;2 } } } |
;n&1
0
d;n
_e&;nA Be&(;n&1&;n )A B } } } Be&(;&;1 )A (2.23)
in the sense of the operator norm. Concerning the integrand above, we have
\ 00\00+ , e&;nABe&(;n&1&;n )A } } } Be&(;&;1 )A \
00
\00+F
={
e&;E0 \ 00\00+ , \
\0+(;1 , ..., ;n)
0&(;1 , ..., ;n) +F
e&;E0 \ 00\00+ , \
0&(;1 , ..., ;n)
\0+(;1 , ..., ;n)+F
if n # N is odd,
if n # N is even,
(2.24)
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where
0\(;1 , ..., ;n)
:={
e&;1Hb e\i2 - 2 :,0 (/)00 , n=1,
e&;2Hb e i2 - 2 :,0 (/)e&(;1&;2 ) Hb e\i2 - 2 :,0 (/) 00 , n=2,
e&;nHb e\i2 - 2 :,0 (/)e&(;n&1&;n ) Hb ei2 - 2 :,0 (/)e&(;n&2&;n&1 ) Hb e\i2 - 2 :,0 (/) } } }
} } } ei2 - 2 :,0 (/) e&(;1&;2 ) Hb e\i2 - 2 :,0 (/) 00 , n=3, 5, 7, ...,
e&;nHb e i2 - 2 :,0 (/)e&(;n&1&;n ) Hb e\ i2 - 2 :,0 (/)e&(;n&2&;n&1 ) Hb e i2 - 2 :,0 (/) } } }
} } } ei2 - 2 :,0 (/) e&(;1&;2 ) Hb e\i2 - 2 :,0 (/) 00 , n=4, 6, 8, ... .
By (2.23), (2.24), and Lemma 2.2(ii), we have
(0\ , e&;HSB 0\) F
=
1
2 _(00 , e&;(Hb+E0 ) 00) Fb+(\00 , \e&;(Hb+E0 )00) Fb
+e&;E0 :

l=1 \
+
2+
2l
|
;
0
d;1 |
;1
0
d;2 } } } |
;2l&1
0
d;2l
_((00 , 0&(;1 , ..., ;2l )) Fb+(00 , 0+(;1 , ..., ;2l )) Fb)
\e&;E0 :

l=0 \
+
2+
2l+1
|
;
0
d;1 |
;1
0
d;2 } } } |
;2l
0
d;2l+1
_((00 , 0+(;1 , ..., ;2l+1)) Fb+(00 , 0&(;1 , ..., ;2l+1 )) Fb )& .(2.25)
Let H&12(R3) be the real Sobolev space with degree &12:
H&12(R3) :=[ f # S$r(R3) | f - |r # L2(R3)]
with the inner product
( f, g)&12=|
R 3
dk
f (k)* g^(k)
|r(k)
,
and we define the norm & f &&12 :=( f, f )12&12 . We denote by [S$r(R
3),
,F ( } ), d+0, F ] a Gaussian random distribution indexed by the real Hilbert
space H&12(R3). So ,F ( f )T#T( f ) ( f # Sr(R3) and T # S$r(R3)). Let
H&1(R4) be the real Sobolev space with degree &1:
H&1(R4) :=[ f # S$r(R4) | f |r # L2(R4)],
where |r(k0 , k) :=- k20+|k|2+m2, (k0 , k) # R4#R_R3
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with the inner product
( f, g)&1=2 |
R4
dk0 dk
f (k0 , k)* g^(k0 , k)
k20+|k|
2+m2
, (k0 , k) # R4#R_R3,
and we define the norm & f &&1 :=( f, f )12&1 . We denote by ,E ( } ) the free
Euclidean field, namely [S$r(R4), ,E ( } ), d+0, E ] is a Gaussian random
distribution indexed by the real Hilbert space H&1(R4). So ,E( f )T#T( f )
( f # Sr(R4) and T # S$r(R4)). For every Gaussian random distribution
[Q, .( } ), d+] indexed by a real Hilbert space H with the norm & }&H ,
generally the following equalities hold:
| d+ eit.( f )=exp _&t
2
2 | d+ .( f )
2& , (2.26)
| d+ .( f )2=
1
2
& f &2H . (2.27)
By using the well-known fact that Fb and L2(S$r(R3), d+0, F ) are unitary
equivalent, and applying (2.26) and (2.27) to (00 , 0\(;1)) Fb through
[S$r(R3), ,F ( } ), d+0, F ], we have
(00 , 0\(;1)) Fb=exp _&2:2 |R 3 dk
*(k)2
|r(k)2& . (2.28)
By using the unitary equivalence between Fb and L2(S$r(R3), d+0, F ) again,
and applying the FeynmanKacNelson formula (e.g. [EAr, Theorem 4.6.8])
to (00 , 0\(;1 , ..., ;2l+1 )) Fb and (00 , 0\(;1 , ..., ;2l )) Fb , we have
(00 , 0\(;1 , ..., ;2l+1 )) Fb=| d+0, Ee\i2 - 2 :,E ( f;1 , ..., ;2l+1 ), (2.29)
(00 , 0\(;1 , ..., ;2l )) Fb=| d+0, Ee\i2 - 2 :,E ( g;1 , ..., ;2l ), (2.30)
where
f;1 , ..., ;2l+1 :={ :
l+1
p=1
$;2p&1& :
l
p=1
$;2p=/, l # N
g;1 , .., ;2l := :
l
p=1
($;2p&1&$;2p )/, l # N.
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By applying (2.26) and (2.27) to (2.29) and (2.30), we have
(00 , 0\(;1 , ..., ;2l+1)) Fb=exp _&4:2 |R 4 dk0 dk
| f ;1 , ..., ;2l+1 |
2
k20+|k|
2+m2& , (2.31)
(00 , 0\(;1 , ..., ;2l )) Fb=exp _&4:2 |R 4 dk0 dk
| g^;1 , ..., ;2l |
2
k20+|k|
2+m2& . (2.32)
By using the following formulae,
|

&
dk0
eik0:
k20+|k|
2+a2
=
?e&a |:|
a
, : # R, a>0,
and
$ t(k0)=
1
- 2
exp [&itk0 ], (2.33)
we have
|
R 4
dk0 dk
| g^;1 , ..., ;2l (k0 , k)|
2
k20+|r(k)
2 =|
R 3
dk
*(k)2
|r(k)2
(E (1);1 , ..., ;2l (k)+l ), (2.34)
where
E (1);1 , ..., ;2l (k) :=& :
l
p=1
e&| ;2p&1&;2p | |r (k)
+12 :
l
p, q=1; p{q
(e&|;2q&;2p | |r (k)+e&|;2q&1&;2p&1 | |r (k))
&12 :
l
p, q=1; p{q
(e&|;2q&;2p&1 | |r (k)+e&|;2p&;2q&1 | |r (k)).
(2.35)
Since
f ;1 , ..., ;2l+1 (k0 , k)=
1
- 2? \
*(k)
- |r(k)+ e
&i;2l+1k0&g^;1 , ..., ;2l (k0 , k)
by (2.33), we have
|
R 4
dk0 dk
| f ;1 , ..., ;2l+1 (k0 , k)|
2
k20+|r(k)
2
=|
R3
dk
*(k)2
|r(k)2 \E (1);1 , ..., ;2l (k)+E (2);1 , ..., ;2l+1 (k)+l+
1
2+ , (2.36)
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where
E (2);1 , ..., ;2l+1 (k) :=& :
l
p=1
(e&| ;2p&1&;2l+1 | |r (k)&e&|;2p&;2l+1 | |r (k)). (2.37)
By (2.31), (2.32), (2.34), and (2.36), we have
(00 , 0\(;1 , ..., ;2l+1 )) Fb
=exp _&4:2 |R 3 dk
*(k)2
|r(k)2 \E (1);1 , ..., ;2l (k)+E (2);1 , ..., ;2l+1 (k)+l+
1
2+& ,
(2.38)
(00 , 0\(;1 , ..., ;2l )) Fb
=exp _&4:2 |R 3 dk
*(k)2
|r(k)2
(E (1);1 , ..., ;2l (k)+l )& . (2.39)
So, by Lemma 2.2(ii), (2.25), (2.28), (2.38), and (2.39), we have
(0\ , e&;HSB0\) F
=exp[&;E0 ] {1\; +2 exp _&2:2 |R3 dk
*(k)2
|r(k)2&
+ :

l=1 \
+
2+
2l
|
;
0
d;1 |
;1
0
d;2 } } } |
;2l&1
0
d;2l
_exp _&2:2 |R 3 dk
*(k)2
|r(k)2
(2E (1);1 , ..., ;2l (k)+2l )&
\ :

l=1 \
+
2+
2l+1
|
;
0
d;1 |
;1
0
d;2 } } } |
;2l
0
d;2l+1
_exp _&2:2 |R 3 dk
*(k)2
|r(k)2
(2E (1);1 , ..., ;2l (k)
+2E (2);1 , ..., ;2l+1 (k)+(2l+1))&= . (2.40)
The last step to prove our lemma is to show that E (1);1 , ..., ;2l (k)=G;1 , ..., ;2l (k)
and E (2);1 , ..., ;2l+1 (k)=F;1 , ..., ;2l+1 (k). Since ;;1;2 } } } ;n for each
n # N, it is clear that
E (2);1 , ..., ;2l+1(k)=F;1 , ..., ;2l+1 (k). (2.41)
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We can calculate E (1);1 , ..., ;2l (k) as
E (1);1 , ..., ;2l (k)=& :
l
p=1
e&(;2p&1&;2p ) |r (k)
+12 :
l
p, q=1; p>q
(e&(;2q&;2p ) |r (k)+e&(;2q&1&;2p&1 ) |r (k))
+12 :
l
p, q=1; p<q
(e&(;2p&;2q ) |r (k)+e&(;2p&1&;2q&1 ) |r (k))
&12 :
l
p, q=1; p{q
(e&|;2q&;2p&1 | |r (k)+e&|;2p&;2q&1 | |r (k))
=& :
l
p=1
e&(;2p&1&;2p ) |r (k)
+ :
l
p, q=1; p<q
(e&(;2p&;2q ) |r (k)+e&(;2p&1&;2q&1 ) |r (k))
& :
l
p, q=1; p{q
e&|;2q&;2p&1 | |r (k)
=& :
l
p=1
e&(;2p&1&;2p ) |r (k)
+ :
l
p, q=1; p<q
(e&(;2p&;2q ) |r (k)+e&(;2p&1&;2q&1 ) |r (k))
& :
l
p, q=1; p{q; 2q>2p&1
e&(;2p&1&;2q ) |r (k)
& :
l
p, q=1; p{q; 2q<2p&1
e&(;2q&;2p&1 ) |r (k)
(we note here that 2q{2p&1 for all p, q # N)
=& :
l
p=1
e&(;2p&1&;2p ) |r (k)
+ :
l
p, q=1; p<q
(e&(;2p&;2q ) |r (k)+e&(;2p&1&;2q&1 ) |r (k))
& :
l
p, q=1; p{q; 2q>2p&1
e&(;2p&1&;2q ) |r (k)
& :
l
p, q=1; p{q; 2p<2q&1
e&(;2p&;2q&1 ) |r (k). (2.42)
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By the way, for each p, q # N, it is clear that the inequality, p<q, implies
2p&1<2q. Conversely, let 2p&1<2q and p{q. Then we have 2p&1<
2p2q and p{q, so that p<q. Thus
p<q if and only if 2q>2p&1 and p{q (2.43)
holds. Further, it is clear that the inequality, 2p<2q&1, implies p<q&
12<q. Conversely, let p<q. Then we have 2p2q&1<2q. Since 2p is
even and 2q&1 is odd, we have 2p{2q&1, so that 2p<2q&1. Thus
p<q if and only if 2p<2q&1 and p{q (2.44)
holds. By (2.42), (2.43), and (2.44), we have
E (1);1 , ..., ;2l (k)=& :
l
p=1
e&|;2p&1&;2p | |r (k)
+ :
l
p, q=1; p<q
(e&(;2p&;2q ) |r (k)+e&(;2p&1&;2q&1 ) |r (k)
&e&(;2p&1&;2q ) |r (k)&e&(;2p&;2q&1 ) |r (k))
=G;1 , ..., ;2l (k). (2.45)
By (2.40), (2.41), and (2.45), we obtain our lemma. Q.E.D.
Let +>0. Then by Lemma 2.3 we have
(0& , e&;HSB0&) F(Q+ , e&;HSB 0+) Fe&;ESB (+, :),
so by Lemma 2.3 again we have Proposition 1.2 for +>0.
Let +<0. In the same way as +>0, by Lemma 2.3 we have
e&;ESB (+, :)(0& , e&;HSB0&) F(0+ , e&;HSB0+) F ,
which implies the result of Proposition 1.2 for +<0.
To prove Theorem 1.3(i), we mention here the Bloch formula:
Lemma 2.4 [Blo, (12)]. If 9 # F#FbFb overlaps with a ground state
of HSB , then
ESB(+, :)=& lim
;  
1
;
ln (9, e&;HSB 9) F .
Proof. Let 9 be in F#FbFb which overlaps with a ground state
0SB(+, :) of HSB . Then we have
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exp[&;ESB(+, :)] } 9&9&F ,
0SB (+, :)
&0SB(+, :)&FF }
2
=|(9, e&;HSB 20SB(+, :)) F |
2 &9&&2F &0SB(+, :)&
&2
F
&e&;HSB29&2F &9&
&2
F
= 9&9&F , e&;HSB
9
&9&FF
&e&;HSB&=exp[&;ESB(+, :)],
so that we obtain our lemma since |(9, e&;HSB20SB(+, :)) F |{0 by the
hypothesis of the lemma. Q.E.D.
We assume the hypothesis of Theorem 1.3(i). Then, by Lemmas 2.3 and
2.4, we have the statement of Theorem 1.3(i).
2.2. Proof of Theorem 1.3(ii)
To prove Theorem 1.3(ii), we here prepare the following lemma:
Lemma 2.5. Let m>0. Assume that there exists a ground state 0SB(+, :)
of HSB . If neither 0+ nor 0& overlaps with 0SB(+, :), then
ESB(+, :)m+E0&
|+|
2
.
Proof. We define two self-adjoint operators H\ acting in Fb by
H\ :=Hb\- 2 :,S (*).
Then we have
H$SB=\H+0
0
H&+&
+
2 \
0
I
I
0+ .
Since neither 0+ nor 0& overlaps with 0SB(+, :) now, by (2.9) and (2.17),
we have
(0$+ , 0$SB(+, :)) F=0=(0$& , 0$SB(+, :)) F ,
which implies that
(U+00 , 0$1) Fb=0=(U&00 , 0$2) Fb . (2.46)
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On the other hand, it is well-known that Hb+E0 and H\ are unitary
equivalent, i.e.,
U H\ U\=U*\H\U\=Hb+E0 ,
so that U\ 00 is a unique ground state of H\ with the ground state energy
E0 respectively. Thus, by (2.46) we have
(0$1 , H+0$1) Fb(m+E0) &0$1&
2
Fb
, (2.47)
(0$2 , H&0$2) Fb(m+E0) &0$2&
2
Fb
. (2.48)
Therefore, we obtain by (2.9), (2.14), (2.47), and (2.48), that
ESB(+, :)= 0$SB(+, :)&0$SB(+, :)&F , H$SB
0$SB(+, :)
&0$SB(+, :)&FF
=&0$SB(+, :)&&2F ((0$1 , H+0$1) Fb+(0$2 , H&0$2) Fb
&+R (0$1 , 0$2) Fb)
m+E0&
|+|
2
. Q.E.D.
The existence of a ground state of HSB was proved in [ArHi2,
Theorem 1.2]. By applying reductive absurdity to Lemma 2.5 and (1.7),
we complete the proof of Theorem 1.3(ii). Namely, now we assume all
hypothesis of Theorem 1.3(ii). Suppose that neither 0+ nor 0& overlaps
with 0SB(+, :). Then by Lemma 2.5 we have
ESB(+, :)(m+E0)&
|+|
2
>&
|+|
2
e&2:2 &*|r&
2
L2+E0
ESB(+, :),
so we have ESB(+, :)>ESB(+, :), which is a contradiction. Therefore by
reductive absurdity we obtain Theorem 1.3(ii).
2.3. Proof of Theorem 1.3(iii)
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 1.3(iii), we need to argue
about the spin-boson model in a more general framework.
Let |: R3  [0, ) be a continuous function with
inf
k # R3
|(k)=0, lim
|k|  
|(k)=,
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and there exist constants #>0 and C>0 such that
||(k)&|(k$)|C |k&k$| # (1+|(k)+|(k$)), k, k$ # R3
(see the massless case in [ArHi2, (A.4)]). The function | physically
denotes dispersion of a free boson with mass zero in momentum represen-
tation. A typical example of the | above is given by |r with m=0.
We define a function |M by
|M (k) :=|(k)+M, k # R3
for every M0. We denote self-adjoint operators Hb(M) (M0) given by
the second quantization of |M by
Hb(M) :=d1(|M )=|
R 3
dk |M (k) a+(k) a(k), M0,
acting in Fb . We define self-adjoint operators which are Hamiltonians of
the spin-boson models for |M (M0) by
HSB (M)=\
Hb(M)+
+
2
- 2 :,S (*)
- 2 :,S (*)
Hb(M)&
+
2+ , M0,
acting in F#FbFb .
In the same way as U\ and 0\ , if *|M # L2(R3), we have two unitary
operators U M\ on Fb such that
U M\ :=exp[\i:P(*|M )],
and define two vectors 0M\ # F#Fb Fb by
0M\ :=
1
2 \U
M
+00U
M
&00
U M+00\U
M
&00+ .
In the same way as U , we can define a unitary operator U M on F#FbFb
by
U M :=\e
&i - 2 :,0 (/M )
0
0
ei - 2 :,0 (/M )+ ,
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where
/M :=\ *- |M+
t
.
In the same way as (2.16), for every M0, the Hamiltonian HSB (M) is
unitary equivalent to H SB (M) defined by
H SB(M ) :=\
Hb(M)+E0(M)
&
+
2
e&i2 - 2 :,0 (/M )
&
+
2
ei2 - 2 :,0(/M )
Hb(M)+E0(M)+ , M0, (2.49)
acting in F#FbFb , where
E0(M) :=&:2 |
R3
dk
*(k)2
|M (k)
.
Namely,
H SB(M)=(U0VU M )* HSB(M)(U0 VU M). (2.50)
So, if HSB(M) (M0) has a ground state 0MSB with the ground state
energy ESB(M), H SB(M) (M0) also has a ground state. Then we denote
the ground state of H SB(M) (M0) by
0 MSB#\0
M
1
0 M2 + :=(U0VU M)* 0MSB , M0.
We need three lemmas below to prove Theorem 1.3(iii):
Lemma 2.6. Let m>0, and [ fl ]l=1 be a complete orthonormal sytem
of L2(R3) such that - |M fl # L2(R3) (l # N). Then, for all 9 #
D(( Hb (M)12
0
0
Hb (M)
12)),
:

l=1 \
a( fl*- |M)
0
0
a( fl*- |M)+ 9, \
a(- |M fl*)
0
0
a(- |M fl*)+ 9F
="\N
12
b
0
0
N 12b + 9"
2
F
.
Proof. [ArHi2, Lemma 4.2] Note Remark 1.1, and (1.5), and just
reread [ArHi2, Lemma 4.2] in our new terminologies. Then we have our
lemma. Q.E.D.
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Lemma 2.7. The space D| ,
D| :=Ffin (|)Ffin(|),
is a common core for all H SB(M) (M0), where
Ffin(|) :=L[00 , a+( f1) } } } a+( fn) 00 | n # N, f j # D(|), j=1, ..., n].
Moreover, for all 9 # D| , H SB(M) 9  H SB(0)9 as M  0 where LS
denotes the linear hull of a set S.
Proof. The proof is simpler for our lemma than it is for [ArHi2,
Lemma 4.10]. See (2.49), and note that the Hamiltonian H SB(M) consists
of free Hamiltonian Hb(M) and bounded operators e\i2 - 2 :,0 (/M ). Thus, by
the KatoRellich theorem ([RSi2, Theorem X.12]), H SB(M) is essentially
self-adjoint on any core for ( Hb (M)
0
0
Hb (M)
), which implies that the first half
holds. The second half follows from a easy direct computation. Q.E.D.
Lemma 2.8. (i) Assume that *, *- |M # L2(R3). Let f # D(|M ) &
D(1- |M), and
T( f ) :=\a(|M f )T&
T+
a(|M f )+ ,
where
T\ :=i2+:  f*, *|ML2 e\i2 - 2 :,S (*|M ).
Then
0 MSB # D(T( f )) & D \\a( f )0
0
a( f )++ (2.51)
and
\a( f )0
0
a( f )+ 0 MSB # D(H SB(M)) (2.52)
with
(H SB(M)&ESB(M)) \a( f )0
0
a( f )+ 0 MSB=&T( f ) 0 MSB . (2.53)
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(ii) Let M0, and *|2M # L
2(R3). Assume that there exists a ground
state 0SB(+, :, M) of HSB(M). Then
|(00 , 0 M1 ) Fb |
2+|(00 , 0 M2 ) Fb |
2
&0 MSB&
2
F
1&4+2:2 " *|2M"
2
L2
. (2.54)
Proof. Part (i) is proved according to the method in the proof of
[ArHi2, Lemma 4.1]. We note here that, by the Katoellich theorem
([RSi2, Theorem X.12]),
D(H SB(M))=D \\Hb(M)0
0
Hb(M)++ . (2.55)
Moreover, it is clear that
D \\Hb(M)0
0
Hb(M)++/D \\
a(|M f )
0
0
a(|M f )++& D \\
a( f )
0
0
a( f )++ .
(2.56)
By (2.55) and (2.56), we have
0 MSB # D(T( f )) & D \\a( f )0
0
a( f )++ .
For 9 # D| , we have
_H SB , \a( f )0
0
a( f )+& 9
=\
&a(|M f )
&
+
2
[ei2 - 2 :,S (*|M ), a( f )]
&
+
2
[ei2 - 2 :,S (*|M ), a( f )]
&a(|M f ) + 9.
(2.57)
For h # L2(R3), we can calculate ei,S (h)a( f ) and a( f ) e&i,S (h) as
ei,S (h)a( f )=\1& i- 2 ( f*, h) L2+ ei,S (h), (2.58)
a( f ) e&i,S (h)=\1& i- 2 ( f*, h) L2+ e&i,S (h) (2.59)
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on Ffin(|). By putting h=2 - 2 :*|M at (2.58), and h=&2 - 2 :*|M at
(2.59), we have
[ei2 - 2 :,S (*|M ), a( f )]=&i4:  f*, *|ML2 ei2 - 2 :,S (*|M ) (2.60)
on Ffin (|). Similarly, we have
[e&i2 - 2 :,S (*|M ), a( f )]=i4:  f*, *|ML2 e&i2 - 2 :,S (*|M ) (2.61)
on Ffin(|). So, by (2.57), (2.60), and (2.61), we have
\a
+( f*)
0
0
a+( f*)+ H SB(M) 9
=_\a
+( f*)
0
0
a+( f*)+ , H SB(M)& 9+H SB(M) \
a+( f*)
0
0
a+( f*)+ 9
=_H SB(M), \a( f )0
0
a( f )+&
*
9+H SB(M) \a
+( f*)
0
0
a+( f*)+ 9
=&T( f )* 9+H SB \a
+( f*)
0
0
a+( f*)+ 9. (2.62)
Hence, by (2.51) and (2.62), we have
\a( f )0
0
a( f )+ 0 MSB , H SB(M) 9F
=&(T( f ) 0 MSB , 9) F+ESB(M) \a( f )0
0
a( f )+ 0 MSB , 9F . (2.63)
Since D| is core for H SB(M) by Lemma 2.7, the equality above extends to
all 9 # D(H SB(M)), which means that
\a( f )0
0
a( f )+ 0 MSB # D(H SB(M)*),
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and
(H SB(M)&ESB(M)) \a( f )0
0
a( f )+ 0 MSB=&T( f ) 0 MSB
by (2.63). Thus the rest of part (i) follows. Next, we prove part (ii) for
M>0. The basic idea to prove part (ii) is in [ArHi2, Lemma 4.3]. By
[ArHi2, (4.2) in emark 4.1], we have0MSB # D((
Nb
0
0
Nb
)). Let f # D(|M). Then
f- |M # L2(R3) since M>0. It follows from the fact that HSB&ESB(M)
0 and part (i) that
0\a( f )0
0
a( f )+ 0 MSB , (H SB(M)&ESB(M)) \
a( f )
0
0
( f )+ 0 MSBF
=&\a( f )0
0
a( f )+ 0 MSB , T( f ) 0 MSBF
=&\a( f )0
0
a( f )+ 0 MSB , \
a(|M f)
0
0
a(|M f )+ 0 MSBF
+i2+:  f*, *|ML2 \
a( f )
0
0
a( f )+ 0 MSB ,
\ 0&e&i2 - 2 :,S (*|M )
ei2 - 2 :,S (*|M )
0 + 0 MSBF ,
which implies
0\a( f )0
0
a( f )+ 0 MSB , \
a(|M f )
0
0
a(|M f )+ 0 MSBF&i2+:  f*,
*
|ML2
_\ 0e&i2 - 2 :,S (*|M ) a( f )
&ei2 - 2 :,S (*|M ) a( f )
0 + 0 MSB , 0 MSBF (2.64)
since
\ 0&ei2 - 2 :,S (*|M )
ei2 - 2 ,S (*|M )
0 +
*
=\ 0e&i2 - 2 :,S (*|M )
&e i2 - 2 :,S (*|M )
0 + .
Let [ fl]l=1 be a complete orthonormal system of L
2(R3) as in Lemma 2.6.
By putting f=fl*- |M (l=1, ..., L for all L # N) at inequality (2.64), and
taking the sum of them, we have for all L # N
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:
L
l=1 \
a( f l*- |M)
0
0
a( fl*- |M)+ 0 MSB , \
a(- |M f l*)
0
0
a(- |M fl*)+ 0 MSBF
&i2+: \ 0e&i2 - 2 :,S (*|M )a(F*L)
&ei2 - 2 :,S (*|M ) a(F*L)
0 + 0 MSB , 0 MSBF
0,
where
FL := :
L
l=1 
fl
- |M
,
*
|ML2
fl
- |M
=
1
- |M
:
L
l=1  fl ,
*
|M - |ML2 fl .
Taking the limit L   for the inequality above, by Lemma 2.6 we have
0"\N
12
b
0
0
N 12b + 0 MSB"
2
F
i2+: \ 0e&i2 - 2 :,S (*|M )
&ei2 - 2 :,S (*|M )
0 +
_\a(*|
2
|)
0
0
a(*|2M )+ 0 MSB , 0 MSBF
2 |+| |:| "\a(*|
2
M)
0
0
a(*|2M)+ 0 MSB"F
_"\ 0&e&i2 - 2 :,S (*|M )
ei2 - 2 :,S (*|M )
0 + 0 MSB"F
2 |+| |:| "\a(*|
2
M)
0
0
a(*|2M)+ 0 MSB"F
2 |+| |:| " *|2M"L2 "\
N 12b
0
0
N 12b + 0 MSB"F .
Thus we have for j=1, 2
&N 12b 0
M
j &Fb"\N
12
b
0
0
N 12b + 0 MSB"F2 |+| |:| "
*
|2M"L2 , M>0.
(2.65)
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Let P0 be the orthogonal projection onto [c00 | c # C]/Fb . It is evident
thaty P0I&Nb . Thus we have
(0 Mj , P00
M
j ) Fb&0
M
j &
2
Fb
&(0 Mj , Nb0
M
j ) Fb
\1&4+2:2 " *|2M"
2
L2+ &0 Mj &2Fb
for j=1, 2 by (2.65). Therefore we have
|(00 , 0 M1 ) Fb |
2+|(00 , 0 M2 ) Fb |
2
&0 MSB&
2
F
= 0
M
SB
&0 MSB&F
, \P00
0
P0+
0 MSB
&0 MSB&FF
1&4+2:2 " *|2M"
2
L2
, M>0. (2.66)
Next we prove part (ii) for M=0. By [ArHi2, Lemma 4.11], we note
limM  0 ESB(M)=ESB(0). We set
3(M) :=
0 MSB
&0 MSB&F
=
(U0VU M )* 0MSB
&0MSB &F
.
Then 3(M) is a unit vector, so that there exists a subsequence [Mj ]j=1
with M1>M2> } } } >Mj  0 ( j  ) such that the weak limit, w-limj  
3(Mj ), of [3(Mj )]j=1 exists. For every 8 # F#FbFb , we have
(8, 3(Mj )) F=U0VU M ,
0MjSB
&0Mj
SB
&FF .
On the other hand, by [ArHi2, (4.24) in the proof of Lemma 4.11], we
have
w-lim
j  
0Mj
SB
&0Mj
SB
&F
{0.
So, we have
0 0SB :=w-lim
j  
3(Mj ){0. (2.67)
By Lemma 2.7 and [ArHi2, Lemma 4.9], 0 0SB is a ground state of H SB(0).
It is clear that ( P00
0
P0
) is a compact operator, so by (2.67)
s-lim
j   \
P0
0
0
P0+ 3(Mj )=\
P0
0
0
P0+ 0 0SB . (2.68)
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For 3(Mj ), the inequality in (2.66) holds. Therefore, since for all M0
0 MSB , \P00
0
P0+ 0 MSBF="\
P0
0
0
P0+ 0 MSB"
2
F
,
we have
0 0SB , \P00
0
P0+ 0 0SBF1&4+2:2 "
*
|20"
2
L2
by taking Mj  0 ( j  ) at the inequality in (2.66). Since &3(Mj )&F=1,
we have |(0 0SB , 3(M j )) F |&0
0
SB&F . So, by taking the limit, j  , in
this inequality, we have &0 0SB&F1. Therefore, since 1&0
0
SB &
&1
F , we
obtain
 0
0
SB
&0 0SB&F
, \P00
0
P0+
0 0SB
&0 0SB &FF&0 0SB&&2F \1&4+2:2 "
*
|20"
2
L2+
1&4+2:2 " *|20"
2
L2
,
which implies our desired result in the same way as the equality in (2.66).
Q.E.D.
The existence of a ground state of HSB is proved in [ArHi2, Theorems
1.2 and 1.3]. So, a ground state of H SB also exists. Now apply Lemma 2.8
to H SB (|M=|r) to prove the rest of Theorem 1.3(iii). We assume all
hypothesis of Theorem 1.3(iii). By (2.54), we have
(00 , 0 j ) Fb{0 for one of j # [1, 2] at least. (2.69)
Suppose that neither 0+ nor 0& overlaps with 0SB(+, :). Then by (2.10)
and (2.18) we have
(00 , 0 j ) Fb=0 for both of j # [1, 2]. (2.70)
(2.69) and (2.70) contradict each other. So by the reductive absurdity we
obtain Theorem 1.3(iii).
Corollary follows from Theorem 1.3.
2.4. Proof of Theorem 1.4
In the same way as (2.18), we have
0 A #(U0 VU )* 0 A =\000 + , 0 a #(U0 VU )* 0 a =\
0
00+ .
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So these equalities, (2.39) and (2.45) imply that
(0 A , e&;HSB 0 A ) F=e&;E0 Ieven(;)=(0 a , e&;HSB 0 a ) F
in the same way as the proof of Lemma 2.3, where E0 is given by (2.13).
So we obtain Theorem 1.4(i) in the same way as Theorem 1.3(i).
Let both 0+ and 0& overlap with the ground state 0SB(+, :). Suppose
that neither 0 A nor 0 a overlaps with 0SB(+, :). Then, since neither 0 A
nor 0 a overlaps with 0SB(+, :), we have
(00 , 0 1 ) Fb=(0 A , 0 SB(+, :)) F=(0 A , 0SB(+, :)) F=0, (2.71)
and
(00 , 0 2) Fb=(0 a , 0 SB(+, :)) F=(0 a , 0SB(+, :)) F=0. (2.72)
Here, remember (2.10). On the other hand, since both 0+ and 0& overlap
with 0SB(+, :), we have
1
- 2
((00 , 0 1) Fb+(00 , 0 2) Fb)
=(0 + , 0 SB(+, :)) F=(0+ , 0SB(+, :)) F{0, (2.73)
and
1
- 2
((00 , 0 1) Fb&(00 , 0 2) Fb)=(0 & , 0 SB(+, :)) F
=(0& , 0SB(+, :)) F{0. (2.74)
By (2.73) and (2.74), we have
(00 , 0 1 ) Fb+(00 , 0 2 ) Fb=0=(00 , 0 1 ) Fb&(00 , 0 2) Fb ,
which contradicts (2.71) and (2.72). Thus, by reductive absurdity we obtain
the first part of Theorem 1.4(ii). The last part of Theorem 1.4(ii) follows
from Theorem 1.3(i) and Theorem 1.4(i).
2.5. Proof of Theorem 1.5
By the intermediate value theorem, (1.6) and (1.7), there exists a unique
G0 # [&1, 0] such that
E+(G0)=ESB(+, :) (2.75)
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since E\(G) is monotone and differentiable. By Theorem 1.3(i) and (2.75),
moreover, computing the left hand side of E+(G0)&ESB(+, :)=0, we know
that G0 satisfies (1.18). Let G 0+ satisfy (1.18). Then we have E
+(G 0+)&
ESB(+, :)=0. By the uniqueness of G0 , we have G 0+=G0 . Therefore we
obtain Theorem 1.5(i). Similarly, we obtain Theorem 1.5(ii).
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.6
The following lemma is very simple, but it is a key lemma to improve the
sufficient condition for the problem of overlaping. When the author visited
TU Berlin, this lemma was told him by V. Bach and A. Elgart. We set 0<+
in this section.
Lemma 2.9. Let x, x1 , x2 be unit vectors in a Hilbert space with inner
product ( | ). If |(x1 | x) | 2+|(x | x2 ) |2>1, then (x1 | x2){0.
Proof. Let Pj ( j=1, 2) be the orthogonal projection onto one-dimen-
sional subspace [cxj | c # C]. i.e., Pj=(xj | ) xj . By the assumption, we get
(x| (P1+P2)x)=|(x1 | x) |2+|(x | x2) | 2>1. Now we prove our lemma
by the reductive absurdity. Suppose that (x1 | x2) =0. Then we get P1P2
=P2 P1=0, which is a necessary and sufficient condition for making
P1+P2 be the orthogonal projection. Thus we get (x| (P1+P2)x) =
&(P1+P2)x&21, where & }&#( } | } ) , which is a contradiction. Therefore,
we obtain our lemma by the reductive absurdity. Q.E.D.
We define the free part H0 in the spin-boson Hamiltonian HSB by
H0=\
Hb+
+
2
0
0
Hb&
+
2+ (3.1)
A unique ground state 00grd and first excited state 0
0
1st of H0 are given by
00grd :=\ 000+ , (3.2)
001st :=\000 + , (3.3)
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respectively, i.e.,
H000grd=&
+
2
00grd ,
H0 001st=
+
2
001st .
We get by the definitions
(00grd , 0+) F=(0
0
1st , 0&) F=
1
2
[(00 , U+00) Fb+(00 , U&00) Fb] ,
(3.4)
(001st , 0+) F=(0
0
grd , 0&) F=
1
2
[(00 , U+00) Fb&(00 , U&00) Fb],
(3.5)
(00grd , 0 A ) F=(0
0
1st , 0 A ) F=
1
- 2
(00 , U+00 ) Fb , (3.6)
(00grd , 0 a ) F=&(0
0
1st , 0 a ) F=
1
- 2
(00 , U& 00) Fb . (3.7)
By (2.1), (2.4), and Lemma 2.1(ii),
(00 , U\00) Fb=(Vb*00 , Vb*U\ 00) Fb=(00 , e
i - 2 :,s (*|r ) 00) Fb
=e&:2 &*|r &
2
L2 2. (3.8)
For a constant v # R and function f # L2(R3), we define Mv( f ) by
Mv( f ) :=v & f &L2 . (3.9)
According to [ArHi2, (1.17)(1.23), and Remark 1.1], for %, =$>0, we
introduce the following constants:
D%, =$==$M- 2 (*- |r), (3.10)
E=$=
M- 2 (*- |r)
2=$
+
M- 2 (*)
- 2
. (3.11)
We set I:, * :=(0, ). We define S% for % # I:, * by
S% :=[=$>0 | |:| D%, =$<1]. (3.12)
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According to [ArHi2, (1.29)(1.33), and Remark 1.6], let
S :=[(%, =$) | % # I:, * , =$ # S%] (3.13)
and, for (%, =$) # S,
#(%, =$) :=ESB(+, :)+
+
2
+|:| E=$ . (3.14)
Then, we have #(s)0, s # S, so that we can define
# := inf
s # S
#(s)0. (3.15)
Since - 2 _1((+2) _3+(+2)+})&12 is bounded for all }>0, we define b
by
b := inf
}>0 "- 2 _1 \
+
2
_3+
+
2
+}+
&12
" - #+}= inf}>0 - 2
- #+}
[}(}++)]14
- 2. (3.16)
By [ArHi2, (4.18), (4.19) and (4.22)], we have for all s # S and }>0
|(0SB(+, :), 00grd ) F |
21&
:2
2
Mb(*|r)
&
:2
\+2&ESB(+, :)+
2 \
2
}Kb(s, })
2, (3.17)
where
Kb(s, })2#Kb(%, =$, })2=
:2
2 \}+ESB(+, :)+
+
2
+|:| E=$+ Mb(*|r)2
+
|:|
2
Mb(*) \32 |:| Mb(*|r)+1+ , (3.18)
\}=
1
- 2 "- 2 _1 \
+
2
_3+
+
2
+}+
&12
" &*&L2= &*&L2[}(}++)]14 . (3.19)
By (3.18) and (3.19), we get
lim
}  
\2}Kb(s, })
2=
:2
2
&*&2L2 . (3.20)
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Further, by (1.6) and (1.7), we have
0<
+
2
<
+
2
(1+e&2:2 &*|r&
2
L2 )+:2 &*|r &2L2

+
2
&ESB(+, :)++:2 &*|r&2L2 ,
so we have
+
2
&ESB(+, :)
+
2
. (3.21)
By (3.4), (3.6), (3.7), (3.8), (3.17), (3.19), (3.20) and (3.21), we obtain
|(00grd , 0+) F |
2+|(0SB(+, :), 00grd ) F |
2
e&:2 &*|r &
2
L2+1&:2 &*|r&2L2&
2:4
+2
&*&2L2
e&:2 42+1&:242&
2:2
+2
:242=1+5+(:242), (3.22)
|(00grd , 0 A ) F |
2+|(0SB(+, :), 00grd ) F |
2
=|(00grd , 0 a ) F |
2+|(0SB(+, :), 00grd ) F |
2

1
2
e&:2 &*|r &
2
L2+1&:2 &*|r&2L2&
2:4
+2
&*&2L2

1
2
e&:24 2+1&:242&
2:2
+2
:242=1+5(:242). (3.23)
Theorem 1.6 follows from Lemma 2.9, (3.22) (3.23) and Theorems 1.3,
1.4 and 1.5.
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